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The Woodrack

Mike Daum

I

t was good to see so many hands in the air at October's meeting
when I asked who was active in their shops - now that summer's
gone. This is indeed the season for woodworking, and although
I'm working all day on commissioned projects, I find I'm spending
even more time in the shop now; in the evenings and weekends working on side projects.
Strother Purdy's talk last month on setting up shop was timely and
appropriate for woodworkers both new and experienced. I trust that
if you aren't yet making shavings, his presentation will inspire you to
get going. Polish those machines, hone and sharpen your plane irons
and chisels, and you'll be primed and prepared for making a project. If
you're just starting out, get together with other club members - most
are willing to mentor and share in their experiences.
The momentum of the club is moving rapidly now; the Long Island
Scrollsawing Association is now an official SIG of the LIWC, the 100
Toy Gang is busier than Santa's elves, and other SIG's are sure to be
organized by year's end. The recent Saturday turning workshop should
be the catalyst for a turning SIG. Gabe Jaen's clockmaking workshop
is the perfect project for the uninitiated. The website forum is
buzzing, the members' online gallery is being filled with images, and
preparations for Show 2005 in April are well underway. The welcoming committee is busy keeping up with all of the new members. The
search for our own clubhouse is now more than a mere thought, and
I trust that in a few months we'll have some prospects to consider.
All in all, it is the active effort of many members that we all have to
thank for the provisions this club affords us. The goal is to provide
something for everyone, and even more can be done, with your help
of course. And don't forget the suggestion box...
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MEMBER’S NOTICE
Next meeting:
Wednesday November 3rd 7 PM
Brush Barn, Smithtown
Frank Klausz
What the judges are looking for.
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Please remember to see Joe Bottigliere to renew your
membership. The dues are now $35 per year. Included in
your membership dues is the monthly copy of The
Woodrack, a discount (with your card) at many merchants,
attendance at monthly meetings, and access to all areas of
our website. It’s the best bargain in town.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Secretary’s Report

Show Biz

Brian Hinteman

O

ur October meeting began on time for a change,
partly because I gave Mike a wake-up call one hour
prior to the start.. I would like to thank Neal for his
continued support of donuts and coffee. Mike announced
the board of director’s elections would be held at the
November meeting and encouraged all members to attend.
Current open positions can be found on the website and in
this newsletter. The position of secretary is also now open.
I encourage all to run but keep in mind that you are required
by the bylaws to report the minutes in the newsletter each
month. Due to this requirement, I have chosen not to run
again. All other position requirements can also be found on
the website. I would like to thank all the people who encouraged me to write this column each month, you are truly the
ones who made this past year’s duties worthwhile.
Since Brian Hayward has decided not to run again for treasurer, Mike raised applause for his valued service, and
reminded the club that he is the LIWC Club Historian.
New members were Ron Zander from Commack, John
Johnson from Lindenhurst, and Joe Pasalog. Welcome to the
club.
Kevin Morgan encouraged all members to avoid
Woodpecker Hardwoods in Saint James, which is now
closed. Kevin reported several customers complained of losing money left for deposits.

Mike Daum

F

rank Klausz is coming to town. At the November
meeting, he will help you to improve your woodworking skills by paying attention not only to the
design and function of a project, but to the minor details
as well. His topic, "What Judges Look For" is an excellent lesson in how to critique your own work. You may
finish a project only to discover that you notice swirl
marks left by the sander. You might run your hand on
the edge of the tabletop that looks so beautiful, only to
find that it's not friendly to the touch. The snipe left by
your planer now shows up in the right light..
By scrutinizing the quality of work you do, you will
always find minor flaws that you learn from, and try to
avoid the next time. Every woodworker experiences this,
and the mantra to producing museum quality work is the
ability to self-critique. First, however, it may be necessary
to hear it from someone else. This is one of the reasons
why I encourage all of the members to exhibit projects
in the Show - whether or not it is to be judged! If you
can thicken your skin, ask the advise of our judging
panel or other club members in critiquing your work. It
will ONLY HELP YOU to become a better woodworker!
Special thanks go to Bill Gyves, Richard Strickland,
Charles Gundersen, and Jim Clancy for stepping up at
the last meeting to help out with the program committee's challenge of contacting the many prospective vendors for Show 2005.

Steve Costello was looking for a volunteer with aniline dye
experience to help with the toys for tots program. Contact Thanks also goes to Rich Weil for revising the exhibit
application form (that will appear in the next Woodrack).
Steve through the website.
This form will enable you to list multiple projects for the
Gabe is heading a seminar to make a mantel clock. The cost exhibition on a single page in a clear, concise manner.
is $25 and the schedules are still undecided. Contact Gabe
Only five more months till Show time!!
through the website or at the next meeting for more info.
Elaine Deazley was looking to start a program associated
with Shinnecock to make furniture for children with handi- regarding orders will be presented at the November meeting.
caps. Contact Elaine through the website.
Show and tell was presented by several members this month,
Kurt Dietrich has started a beginners group to help novices with many interesting projects.
in the club. The group would travel to a beginner’s shop and
Our speaker for the evening was Strother Purdy. His topic
help you get things started. Volunteers with experience conwas setting up shop, and it was one of the best meetings of
tact Kurt.
the year in my opinion. He is a great speaker and friend of
Joe Pascucci announced the Scroller’s SIG meeting would be the club and I learned a lot from him.
held on October 21st at the barn at 7:00 pm. All LIWC
Next month’s speaker is Frank Klausz. His topic will be
members may attend.
“What the show judges are looking for.” Arrive early; I’m
Gaspare Albanese is responsible for club apparel. More info sure it will be standing room only.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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WOODWORKING
SHOW 2005
Application for Show Exhibit
Name: ______________________________________________Phone: _______________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________
Project Name: _____________________________________________________________________
Please select a category for the piece (circle which is appropriate)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Furniture 1: Beds and tables
Furniture 2: Desks and casegoods
Furniture 3: Chairs
Turning
Toys/Crafts/Games: Includes any miniatures
Accessories: Small projects that do not fit into "E"
Unique:
Any project not fitting into any other category
Scrollwork/Intarsia/Marquetry
Novice:
A novice cannot have ever submitted a piece to any show, and must be new to
woodworking. (placement will be at the Exhibit Committee’s judgement)

Basis of design (circle which is appropriate)
A.
Original design
B.
Published plan
C.
Kit
D.
Class
E.
Other___________

Is this piece for sale (circle one)

Yes

No

Is the price negotiable (circle one) Yes

No

What is the price? _________________ (The Club
receives a 10% donation of the sale price. Sales are
through the Woodshop Gallery.

Materials used:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Dimensions: _______________________________________________________________________
All entrants should know that their exhibits will be photographed, and that their projects may be submitted to magazines and newspapers for publication. Unless told otherwise, your piece will be entered for judging. This is suggested, as the judges will then be available for comments and suggestions for all judged entrants. Only members in
good standing may have their projects judged.
Mail your application to: Mike Daum 4 Pam Court South Setauket, NY 11720
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Bent Nails and Splinters
Steve Eckers (printed by permission of
Olson Saw)
Scroll Saw Blade Selection Chart I

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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At the October Meeting

Special Interest Groups

Daryl Rosenblatt

S

100 TOY GANG

trother Purdy did it again. On short notice, he
came to the club for another talk that totally
enthralled the huge crowd. His talk was not so
much about tools and hardware (the stuff we like hearing about), but centered on work flow, and how to work
(something we need to hear about).

Meets every Wednesday at Steve Costello’s shop, in
Huntington. They foster community involvement, and
make toys for children’s charities, needy groups, and donate
toys for charity auctions.

All members are requested to do something for the Toys
From quick diagrams, to tools he brought, Strother for Tots program. This is the yearly club sponsored proonce again showed how much there is to learn, and how gram where we go all out for the children. The marines will
be at the December meeting to pick up the toys. We hope
much can be taught by a master.
to fill their trucks with our hand made toys. For those who
Below is a list of books Strother recommends for fur- have participated with the toy gang I thank you. I hope
that we can make a big splash this year. If anyone needs
ther review of the subject:
help or guidance in this effort please feel free to call me at
631 427 8070.
The Workshop Book, Scott Landis. Taunton Press.
This one is a classic, offering tours of various profesThanks, Steve Costello
sional and amateur shops with discussions of every
aspect of shop relation, maintenance and tooling.
Conversational in tone.
LONG ISLAND SCROLLSAW ASSOCIATION
The Workbench Book, Scott Landis. Taunton Press.A Meets the third thursday of every month at the Brush
wonderful survey of workbenches great and small. As Barn. They are hands on, so bring your tools. There are
a bench is the heart of the shop, you have to have one. dues ($25 per year), separate from those of the LIWC.
You must have your LIWC dues paid up to attend. An
Setting up a Shop, Sandor Nagyszalanczy. Taunton
application is below:
Press. Brand new, just out this month, attempts to pick
up where Landis left off, offering more directly practi- Name:
cal information than the Workshop book.
Address:
The Basics of Craftsmanship, FWW Editors. Taunton
Press. This book offers articles on all aspects of wood- City, State, Zip:
working from initial tool choices to first projects and
finishes.
Telephone:
Cell number:
Woodworking for the Serious Beginner. Pamela
Email address:
Phillpot-Jones and Paul L. McLure. Cambium Press.
How long have you been scrolling?
An interesting and useful book written from the point
of view of a beginning woodworker and her teacher. Scrolling abilities: Advanced, Intermediate, Beginner
She basically sets up her shop, describing all the deci- Scrolling areas of interest:
sions she made, for better or worse.
Are you a member of the Scrollsaw Association of the
Fine Woodworking magazine, Shop and Tools issues. World (SAW) Yes/No
has many shop related articles, from jigs to storage, to
whole shop layouts.
What would you like to see from the club?
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BRIAN HINTEMAN: I think I would make a good trustee
for several reasons. I put a lot of effort in everything I
As we go to press, the nominations for the election of do. My secretary articles were stellar before the newsletter editor. I have good attention to detail which will
the LIWC Executive Board of Directors is as follows:
come in handy when you sly dogs on the board try to slip
by a bulls*&! bill to lease another hummer. I offer a difRunning for the position of:
ferent perspective, mostly due to the fact that I am 1/3
of the age of the average club member (81 / 3 = 27!!!) I
President - Mike Daum (for reelection)
am serious, focused and never, ever exaggerate. (See.)
Vice-president - Bob Urso (for reelection)
Lastly I am always willing to tell it like it is in a politicalTreasurer - John Seiple (currently a trustee)
ly correct way.
Secretary - Gabe Jaen (former president, secretary)
Trustees (2) - Joe Pascucci (for reelection), Brian
STEVE GAZES: A member since February 2003 and missHinteman (currently secretary), Steve Gazes
Membership Chairman - Joe Bottigliere (for reelection) ing only one meeting, Steve is a landscaper who's primary interest is woodworking. You've seen his work in intarThe 2004 nominating committee, composed of Karl sia and fretwork, but Steve likes a challenge and dabbles
Blessing, Ed Dillon, and Bill Rhodes will be conducting in many different areas of the craft. He currently serves
the voting by members present at the start of the as the LIWC video librarian, and has a great interest in
November 3rd meeting. The term of office is for one helping to organize more hands-on workshops. Running
year and will commence January 1st 2005, as stated by for the position of trustee.
the bylaws.

LIWC Elections

The membership should be familiar with those candidates seeking reelection. Those seeking a new position
on the board have submitted a short description of
themselves for consideration:
JOHN SEIPLE: My qualifications for the LIWC treasurer's position. I have been a member since May of 2000.
I attend almost all of the meetings. I am very good with
Gabe
math (using a calculator that is) and am familiar with Jaen
computer programs that can be used to keep great
records. I am detail orientated, which helps when keeping records. I have run a multimillion dollar business (my
own seafood distribution) and am currently working as a
lead programmer for a World-Wide manufacturer of vitamins. I think I can and will do a great job for the club if
elected.
Brian

GABE JAEN: I've been a member since 1995 during Hinteman
which time I've been involved in giving a router workshop, a presentation on Shaker furniture, and wrote articles for the newsletter, primarily on member profiles. In
1999 I was elected to the position of club secretary for a
year which was followed by being elected as the club
president for the years 2000, 2001 and 2002. I would like
to be considered by the club members for election to the
post of secretary.

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB

John
Seiple

Joe
Pascucci

Steve
Gazes
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The Woodrack Bookrack

Mr. Hoadley's book begins with a quick overview of
wood identification, touching on such characteristics as
can be seen with the naked eye. E.g. unique patterns or
Kevin Morgan
markings associated with grain, color, and texture, as
seen on the woods' surface, and tell tale odor, if any.
While some woods' features are distinctive enough to be
I'd like to start off this month with a thank you to
identified in this manner, the majority cannot be identiCharlie Gundersen. Charlie had been checking out the
fied reliably by sight.
book, Woodshop Dust Control, by Sandor (uh, I'd like to
buy a vowel Chuck) Nagyszalanczy and I had suggested
One of the first tools introduced is the 10x hand lens
that he should buy the book since he obviously was get(you can see Bruce using one on the books' cover) used
ting a lot out of it. Well, he did just that. Not only did
for examining the end-grain. Other tools used are a
he buy himself a copy, he bought an extra copy to donate
microscope, razor blade, and various slide preparation
to the club's library! Thanks again, Charlie!
supplies. An example of the process is given on the first
page of the Introduction, going
One thing all woodworkers have in
through the identification process
common is wood. For many woodand using a photograph of a 10x
workers figuring out what kind of
section of "unknown" end grain
wood is what, is simply a matter of
which you then match up with a
which section in the lumber yard or
series of photographs in a later
Home Depot you happen to be
section. The end grain is easily
looking. If the rack says "red oak",
compared to the known sample of
you are generally safe in assuming
red oak and you begin to get the
it's red oak. But what about those
basic idea of how you will be
logs you picked up on the side of
going about the identification
the road? Or any unknown piece
process.
for that matter? How do you identify wood?
The book gets into a very detailed
description of the structure of
This months' review is on R. Bruce
soft and hard woods, how they
Hoadley's book Identifying Wood:
grow, their physical characteristics,
Accurate results with simple tools.
chemical properties, and other
When I first bought this book I was
special features and/or irregularities. There are a lot of
under the mistaken impression that very quickly I'd be a
excellent photographs and micrographs of everything
walking encyclopedia of wood identification knowledge.
Mr. Hoadley discusses. The illustrations are first rate and
Wrong! Wood is a complex living thing with many
easily understood.
species and sub-species. It's not enough to just say that
This book is only available as a hardcover and will cost
a tree is an oak. Is it a red oak or a white oak? How
you around $40 depending on where you buy your
about black, pin or swamp oak? Oh, and don't forget the
books.
Live Oak. How can you differentiate between all these
different types of wood?
I'd recommend this book to anyone who is interested in
learning more about wood. You don't have to go out and
This book will help you in identifying many different
buy a microscope (like I did) to get something out of this
species of both hard and soft woods. In case you didn't
book. A 10x magnifier will give you plenty to amuse
know, any tree that is deciduous, that is, a tree that sheds
yourself with. Overall I give this book 5 out of 5 stars its leaves in autumn is a hardwood - even if its wood is
a must have for any woodworker's library - and yes,
soft, and vice versa, an evergreen, even one with wood
there's a copy in ours!
that dulls the sharpest blades in a matter of minutes, is a
softwood.
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When Pigs Fly
Rich Macrae

L

ast month the LIWC hosted a booth at the
Smithtown Historical Society's Heritage Fair.
Saturday was rained out, but Sunday proved to be
a beautiful crisp day. Gabe and Amy Jaen, Bob Urso and
I arrived early and set our booth to some lively tunes
from " Dead Potato", an old fashion period string band.
On several occasions Gabe had to physically restrain Bob
as he was wont to drop everything and burst into a mean
two-step, which looked scarily similar to Elaine's dance
skit on an episode of Seinfeld. We were afraid he would
scare the potbellied pigs, our neighbors in the booth next
to ours. I should be more accurate, our neighbors and
sometime visitors to our booth, as occasionally they did
wander through.
By the way, our collective thanks to Brian Monks who,
knowing he was going to be out of town, agreed to
locate our booth between the aforementioned pigs and
the horse and carriage ride. Come to think of it, maybe
that's why Bob was doing the two- step…
Anyway it was a great day, and thanks to Steve Costello,
Rich Weil and Rich Zimmerman, from the club, for stopping by. We did manage to have a few people who were
quite interested in our booth and I think we may have
enticed a couple of new potential members to join our
ranks.

I have to admit as it turned out it was a good thing we
were in with the livestock, they were the bigger draw and
we benefited from their crowds, even if we were
upstaged a bit.
I know we are all passionate about what we do, and people are usually innately, very interested in our craft, but
it's hard to compete with bovines that can play the piano,
understand the alphabet and are allegedly house broken.
Hand cut dovetails pale by comparison.
All in all we faired pretty well and I certainly enjoyed the
camaraderie and the day.

Program Committee
Bob Urso

November 3rd: Monthly Meeting
November 18: Scrollsaw SIG at Brush Barn
November 19, 20, 21: Marc Adams of the Marc
Adams School of Woodworking will be here for
various seminars and workshops
Friday, Nov. 19th: Slide show free to paid up
members.
Saturday, Nov. 20th: Fundamentals of wood
working
Saturday, Nov. 21st: Veneering
December 1: Monthly Meeting Toys for Tots
January 5: Monthly Meeting Round Robin
April 8: Friday set up at Hofstra for the Show
APRIL 9 AND 10: ANNUAL SHOW AT THE HOFSTRA ARENA

Rich (with the beard, in the middle) with his two friends,
Bob and the pig. Bob is the one on the left (if you didn’t
know what he looked like).

May 4: Monthly Meeting Mario Rodriguez

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Show and Tell
As usual, members came out in force with new projects. I do not have all the
names, as they were not provided me in the minutes. The upper right is Harry Aristodou, showing off the table he
made in the Marc Adams School. The lower right is Dennis Coleman, and the working movie “clicker thing--whatever it is really called” for a film competition he is working on. He won last year, and hopefully the members will get
to see the fruits of this new effort. Not pictured is Steve Gazes, who brought in a fretwork ferris wheel, complete
with spinning motor, making everyone else look bas, as usual. Thanks to Bill Rhodes for the photos of these members, and of Strother. Bill filled in for Jim Macallum, who was not at the October meeting.
Daryl Rosenblatt

MEMBERS HELPING MEMBERS
This is a long overdue thanks to Bob Urso, Bernie
Hunt and Joe Pascucci for helping me unload the
2,000 pound Felder table saw/shaper that came in
August.
Bernie laughed when I told him I wouldn’t set it up
until the Felder technician came. He was right of
course, since I wouldn’t wait. Excpect a review in the
coming months.
Daryl Rosenblatt
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Dust Collection
Part II
Daryl Rosenblatt

L

ast month, we discussed the issues involving ductwork. In summary, main branches need to be at
least 5" in diameter, with 6 or even 7" as preferred, depending upon the system .

ALL FLEX HOSE IS NOT CREATED EQUAL.
We’ve all seen the catalog ads for flex hose. Some mention theirs is stronger, others claim their hose is more
flexible? The most common types are either the solid
plastic ribbed type (Jet sells it), and the coiled wire with
plastic webbing (Penn State sells that type).
In most cases, this is easily the weakest part of a dust
system. Like all tools, you get what you pay for. I’ve
seen and used several kinds of flex hose, and I’ve only
found two that satisfied my needs: Those by Oneida and
Wilke Machinery.

Once we resolve to run larger branch lines, we should
Oneida’s is supported by wire, but much heavier wire
next move to pickup at the machine itself. I call the probthan any other I have seen, and the plastic is amazingly
lem the "4 inch wall" since that is the standard most
tough. Wilke’s is all plastic, but very smooth walled, and
manufacturers build to. If possible, try to change the
of excellent quality. They are also the most expensive all
pickup to at least 5", with 6" as the best solution.
plastic on the market.
However, this is not always practical. While tablesaws can
Here are some price comparisons for 10 feet of 5”
generally be accommodated with the larger outlet, banddiameter flex hose:
saws, jointers and planers might not be so adaptable. See
what you can do. At the very least, keep the 4" outlet, and
Oneida: $45; Wilke: $40; Woodworker’s Supply: $28.99
enlarge with an adapter at the outlet, keeping the hose
running to the machine as large as possible. Don't be afraid to cut into the base cabinet. It's a tool that is not
performing up to specifications, and, like tuning a hand
Notes on dust collection by Richard
plane, it's your job to make sure it functions properly.
Strickland
It was an interesting and useful article in the last
Now for the last two problems in the distribution system:
newsletter. There is one correction that I must point
out. While the use of 4” diameter pipe is a common
flex hoses and direction changes. Flex hoses cause 9
and incorrect practice, one cannot follow the rule that
times as much resistance as rigid pipe (metal or PVC)
bigger is better without other considerations. Most supdoes. Another way to view it is to realize that a 3 foot
pliers rate the air flow in CFM at no load or without
long piece of high quality flex hose equals 27 feet of
pressure drops. If the ducting is too small, frictional
pipe. More if it is low quality, and believe me, there is a
losses create large drops in pressure that the blower
huge difference in flex hose quality (see inset). Direction
cannot overcome. Look at a typical blower perforchange is another problem. Make sure you use no 90
mance curve that shows air flow versus pressure and
degree bends that are not gentle; 45 degree wyes are best,
you can see why 4” pipe is rarely adequate. However, if and when using an elbow, make sure it is a large diamethe duct is too big, the air flow drops and the chips do
ter bend.
not move fast enough to get out of the way. The formula is CFM = Speed x Cross Sectional Area.
Metal or PVC ductwork? It doesn't really matter. Quality
counts more. Metal is more expensive, but more fittings
The bottom line is that the sweet spot for good 1.5 to
are available. If you need to change the shape of PVC,
2.0 HP systems is to use either 5” or 6” ducting for
you need a heat source and a lot of practice. It's harder
most of the runs. Four inch pipe is OK for drops to
to find 6" diameter PVC piping and fittings (go to Lowes
tools with modest needs. I use a 4" drop for my radial
or Home Depot, and you will find a lot of 4"). Metal
arm saw and a 4" tap off a 5" line to use with the
ductwork should be at least 26 gauge thick. The cheap 30
router table and drill press. The main line starts off at
gauge home center stuff is fine for your dryer exhaust;
6" from a 1.5" Oneida cyclone and drops to 5". Since
not for a modern dust collection system.
my biggest tool is the 12" jointer/planer, I have the
cyclone only a few feet away and it works fine with 5"
Next month: which collector?
flex hose.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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The Marketplace
Primus Jointer plane

$125

Daryl Rosenblatt DarylRos@AOL.com
(516) 627-0647
Performax 25 x 2 Dual Drum Sander with
Power Feed; 5 hop 220 V Leeson Motor.
Machine has “low mileage”Asking
$2,000 firm
Bob Urso (631) 724-4625 or through
the club website
12" Sear's bandsaw, good condition
$175
14" Reliance Bandsaw, good condition.
$225
10" Ryobi Tablesaw, good condition
Charlie Morehouse at 631-271-7251
Craftsman 12” Bandsaw in good condition
$125
Neal Fergenson (516) 796-9052
-Dust Collector: Murphy-Rodgers, MRT-4,
1,200+ CIM @ free air, 400 CIM @
10" H2O, 1 hop TEFC motor, 115/230V, 1
micron AFF bag, cyclone lid w/garb

pail, 30 Gal drum w/clamp. 4" fittings, flex
hose, blast gate, extra used
bags. Excellent condition, I upgraded to
cyclone. Long Island, NY. $ 200.00,
-Pneumatic Stapler, Senco, SNS-40, 7/16"
Crown Staples, used for 400staples, with
9,500+ staples (1-1/2").
$150
-Bandsaw, Delta 14", with new 1-1/2 hop
TEFC motor, riser block, bearings,cool
blocks (2 new sets), speed tensioning
knob & new tensioning spring,assorted
new blades + carbide blade, open stand
has storage cabinet built in.
$ 400
-Delta Bandsaw riser block set, unused, $75
-Delta Sliding Miter Jig (#36-205) for sale.
Used a couple of times on a UniSaw,
$95.00 with all parts.
-Brett-Guard, 10L, unused in original box,
$ 75.00.
jekearney@earthlink.net (New Hyde
Park)
Help Wanted: Lumber Man at Roberts
Plywood
Scott Roberts (631) 586-7700
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB

4 Pam Court
South Setauket, NY 11720
First Class Mail

3 hp 4 bag Reliant dusct collector
12” radial arm saw, rusted but runs.
Free to a good home.
Willie (631) 235-0186

$275

